ABSTRACT Spectrophotometry of three galaxies discovered by Fairall is presented. Both Fairall 9 and Fairall 51 are found to be Seyfert 1 galaxies. Although Fairall 5 was suspected of having emission lines, none were detected. Both F9 and F51 appear to be members of loose clusters, and the redshift of F9 agrees with the redshift of a galaxy 30" away. The Hß luminosity of F9 is larger than that of any other Seyfert 1 galaxy and is in fact more characteristic of QSOs; F51 has an unusually small Hß luminosity. Infrared observations in addition to the optical data imply a large bolometric luminosity for F9. The large luminosity of F9 suggests that the physical processes operating in Seyfert 1 galaxies can also produce the energies inferred for QSOs.
I. INTRODUCTION
A search of the European Southern Observatory "Quick Blue survey" for high-surface-brightness galaxies by Fairall (1977) has resulted in the identification of two new Seyfert galaxies and several objects with weak or suspected emission. Fairall called attention to the possible membership of one of the Seyferts (F9) in a cluster. Our examination of the field surrounding the other Seyfert (F51) suggested its possible membership in a cluster as well.
The presence of Seyfert galaxies in clusters is evidently uncommon (van den Bergh 1975) ; consequently, we felt that these two objects warranted a more detailed spectrophotometric study. In addition, we have obtained spectra of F5, a galaxy suspected of showing [O m] AA4959, 5007 and Balmer-line emission (Fairall 1977) .
II. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
The data were obtained with the SIT-vidicon spectrometer (Osmer and Smith 1976; Atwood et al 1978) at the Cassegrain focus of the CTIO 1.5 and 4 m re-* Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory is supported by the National Science Foundation under contract AST 74-04128.
flectors. The slit width was 7" at the 1.5 m and 6" at the 4 m. Other relevant observational data are summarized in Table 1 Our observations confirm Fairall's classification of this galaxy as a class 1 Seyfert. A scan of the blue wavelength region is displayed in Figure 1 , where the observed flux / v is plotted versus the rest wavelength. The spectrum is characterized by strong, very broad Balmer-line emission and by narrow, weak forbidden lines. Also present are broad He i A5876 emission and blends of permitted Fe n emission lines at A4570 and AA5190, 5320. There is no evidence in our scans of galaxian absorption features such as Ca n H and K, Mg 16, or Na i D. The redshift based on measurements of the Hy; Hß; Ha; and [O m] AA4959, 5007 emission lines is z = 0.048 ± 0.002.
Relative line intensity measurements for F9 are listed in Table 2 . (Line intensities followed by colons have associated uncertainties of greater than ~50%. In particular, the flux in Ha for F9 is uncertain. Because the SIT-vidicon has a rather limited dynamic range, the observations of the blue standard stars have a relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio in the wavelength region near 7000 Â and the flux calibration has a corresponding inaccuracy.) The spectrum is similar to that of the well-studied Seyfert 1 galaxy Markarian 376 (Osterbrock 1976; Phillips 1978) . Not only are the line intensities of the two objects nearly alike, but also the equivalent width of Hß (~125 Â) and the width of the Balmer lines (~6500 km s -1 FWHI) are roughly the same. However, F9 differs from Mrk 376 in having an Hß profile which shows both a narrow and a broad component. The relative intensity of the narrow to the broad component is approximately 0.03. As observed for other Seyfert 1 galaxies with two-component Hß Adams and Weedman (1976) , and is more characteristic of QSO luminosities. Thus, in terms of energetics, F9 is an extreme example of the Seyfert 1 galaxy phenomenon. This fact was also pointed out by Fairall, in reference to the dominance of the stellar-like nucleus in this galaxy. The blue spectrum displayed in Figure 1 was taken in January with the 4 m telescope. It is qualitatively similar to the blue scan taken in November with the 1.5 m telescope. However, the continuum magnitude in the January spectrum is approximately 0.5 mag less than in November, when it was the same on two consecutive nights. The flux in Hß measured from the January scan implies logL(Hß) = 43.1. The January observation was made through a relatively large air mass, and so the flux calibration is correspondingly less reliable. In fact, further observations made in February of F9 and other objects suggest that the 4 m telescope data are in error and that a real variation in the spectrum did not occur.
As mentioned in § I, Fairall suggested that F9 might be a member of a loose cluster of galaxies. Accordingly, we attempted observations of two galaxies near F9 with the SIT-vidicon spectrometer on the 4 m telescope. One of these is a compact galaxy 30" eastsoutheast of F9. In order of decreasing visibility, the Ca il H and K break, the G band, Hß, and Mg i b were detected in absorption in this galaxy at a redshift of z = 0.048 ± 0.002. The other object is located approximately 7!5 northeast of F9 and appears to be an edge-on spiral galaxy. Unfortunately, our 20 minute scan of this object had such a poor signal-tonoise ratio that a reliable redshift measurement was not possible. c) Fairall 51
The SIT-vidicon spectra also confirm this object to be a class 1 Seyfert galaxy. A scan of the blue wavelength region is displayed in Figure 2 . The optical spectrum of F51 resembles those of the Seyfert 1 galaxies Mrk 335 and Mrk 486 (Phillips 1977 (Phillips , 1978 . The Balmer emission lines are relatively symmetric and only moderately broad ( ~ 3300 km s " 1 FWHI), and the forbidden lines are prominent. The He i A5876 and He il A4686 emission lines are much stronger in F51 than in F9. The equivalent width of Hß in F51 is approximately 60 Â. The spectral slope is obviously much redder than that of F9, although galaxian absorption features are not evident in the spectrum. The observed wavelengths of the Hß; Ha; and [O m] AA4959, 5007 emission lines yield a redshift of z = 0.017 ± 0.003. Measurements of the relative emission-line intensities are given in Table 2 .
Just as F9 is remarkable for its large luminosity, F51 is distinguished by a relatively small energy flux. We measure an Hj8 flux of 3.8 x 10" 13 ergs s -1 cm -2 , which leads to an absolute luminosity of log L(Hß) = 41.7 (ergs s _1 ). This value is nearly two orders of magnitude less than the value for F9. Comparison with the luminosities given by Adams and Weedman (1975) and Weedman (1976) suggests that roughly 707 o of all Seyfert 1 galaxies have absolute Hß luminosities which are greater than that of F51.
Our examination of the field around F51 suggested that this Seyfert 1 galaxy might also be a member of a cluster of galaxies. Accordingly, we obtained a lowdispersion (~20 Â resolution) spectrum with the 1.5 m telescope of a galaxy which is approximately 4' northnortheast of F51. Absorption lines of Ca n H and K, the G band, Hß, Mg i b 9 and Na i D were observed at a redshift of z = 0.007 ± 0.001. The difference in radial velocity between F51 and this galaxy is approximately 3000 km s" 1 . However, there are several fainter galaxies nearby which could well be associated with F51. We find that F9 and F51 are Seyfert galaxies of class 1. Moreover, they represent well the extremes in luminosity evident in Seyfert 1 galaxies. In this respect it is interesting to note that F9, which has an Hß luminosity as large as some QSO luminosities, also appears to be an X-ray source (Ricker 1977) . Furthermore, J. Frogel (private communication) has measured a flux at 10 fim of (0.13 ± 0.04) x 10" 26 Wm-2 Hz" 1 , implying a luminosity of 2 x lO^ergss" 1 . These properties, as well as the strong Fe n emission, are characteristics shared by galaxies such as Mrk 231, I Zw 1, and II Zw 136, which can also be described as Seyfert 1/QSO transition objects.
A systematic study of the galaxies around F9 is needed to determine whether this object is, in fact, a member of a cluster. However, the agreement in redshift of the nearby galaxy strongly suggests that F9 is at the cosmological distance inferred from its redshift. Evidently a physical process is operating in F9 which is capable of producing the HjS luminosities which characterize some QSOs. Moreover, this same mechanism is presumably versatile enough to account for the relatively small luminosity of F51.
